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At present, deep neural network (DNN) technology is often used in intelligent diagnosis research. However, the huge amount of
calculation of DNN makes it difficult to apply in industrial practice. In this paper, an advanced multiscale dense connection
deep network MSDC-NET is designed. A well-designed multiscale parallel branch module is used in the network. This module
can greatly improve the acceptance domain of MSDC-NET, so as to learn useful information from input samples more
effectively. Based on the inspiration of Densely Connected Convolutional Networks, MSDC-NET designed a similar dense
connection technology, so that the model will not have the problem of gradient vanishing because of the deep network. The
experimental data of MSDC-NET on MFPT, SEU, and Pu datasets show that our method has higher performance than other
latest technologies. At the same time, we carried out knowledge distillation based on the high-precision classification level of
MSDC-NET, which makes the diagnosis ability and robustness of the lightweight CNN model improve significantly.

1. Introduction

The mechanical equipment in modern industry often
needs to work in the complex environment of high tem-
perature, fatigue, and heavy load for a long time, which
may cause incalculable production accidents and economic
property losses. At present, most enterprises use the way
of manual supervision, which consumes a lot of human
and material resources. Since mechanical failures are often
not so obvious, only technicians with professional knowl-
edge can be sure to judge mechanical failures. As a mature
unsupervised system, intelligent diagnosis can solve this
problem for related enterprises. The traditional intelligent
diagnosis method mainly uses a machine learning algo-
rithm to classify the feature data from the sensor signal.
For example, Zhang et al. used support vector machine
(SVM) to identify the working state of bearing [1]; Bane-

rjee and Das used SVM fusion multisensor signal to detect
motor fault [2]; Bugharbee and Trendafilova used the
nearest neighbor classifier to identify faults [3]; Keskes
et al. studied the method of feature extraction using sta-
tionary wavelet packet transform, and support vector
machine (SVM) is applied to rotor fault classification.
[4]; Mustafa et al. proposed that the spectrum analysis
method be used in feature extraction and SVM be used
to detect mechanical faults. [5]. However, the signal
obtained by sensor needs complex feature extraction,
which is difficult to achieve instantaneity, and depends
on professional knowledge and relevant experience.

With the rapid development of deep learning (DL) tech-
nology in many fields, researchers have begun to use some
DL-based technologies to achieve intelligent diagnosis, such
as Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [6], Deep Belief-Net
(DBN) [7], Convolutional Neural Net (CNN) [8],
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Autoencoder-Net (AE) [9], and Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) [10]. The MLP model is a very simple perceptron
model. The knowledge it can learn is very scarce, and it has
been rarely used at present. As a probabilistic generation
model relative to the traditional discriminant model, DBN
is composed of multiple restricted Boltzmann machine
layers; Shao et al. proposed to use the optimized DBN model
to diagnose rolling bearings [11]; Tamilselvan and Wang
proposed a DBN model for engine fault diagnosis [12]. The
improvement of the CNN model is mainly in two directions.
One is to use different input types, such as two-dimensional
images [13], infrared thermal images [14], vibration spec-
trum images [15], and time-frequency images [16]. Another
direction is to improve the structure of CNN model, such
as combining the CNN with Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN [17]) to generate more new labeled samples [18, 19].
Janssens et al. proposed a CNN model to classify the faults
of rotating machinery [20]. Recently, some researchers use
transfer learning [21, 22] combined with the CNN to obtain
the prior knowledge of the original dataset [23–25]. The AE
model is composed of multiple automatic encoders, and there
are two common extended models, such as denoising AE
(DAE) [26] and compression AE (CAE) [27]. The advantage
of DAE is that it can learn useful information from damaged
data, and CAE learns more stable feature representations
through penalty items. The latest AE model also combines
with the GAN network to generate labeled samples [28–30]
and also embeds the semisupervised learning method into
the VAE model [31, 32]. The Recurrent Neural Network has
no advantage in classification, and it is more commonly used
in mechanical life prediction.

So as to evaluate the effectiveness and fairness of the
model, our experiment is carried out in the benchmark code
base proposed by Zhao et al. [33]. They conducted a compre-
hensive benchmark study on the realization of intelligent diag-
nosis based on the DL model. The study evaluated the
intelligent diagnosis performance of nine commonly used
models on nine publicly available datasets. The nine models
include three encoder models, such as AE, DAE, and CAE,
including the MLP model and CNNmodel and two advanced
deep classification networks AlexNet [34], ResNet18 [35], and
finally include an LSTM [36] model. The results of these stud-
ies show the significant advantages of DL in intelligent diagno-
sis, especially the models that have outstanding performance
in other classification problems such as ResNet18, which also
have good results when transplanted to intelligent diagnosis.
However, the scale of these deep classification networks is very
large, and the computing power of the equipment is relatively
high. How to improve the accuracy of model intelligent diag-
nosis in different accuracy requirements and equipment envi-
ronment is a worthy research direction.

The main target of our method is to use a new and pow-
erful deep classification network as the powerful model to
guide the lightweight model to realize mechanical intelligent
diagnosis. Therefore, our main contribution can be outlined
in two aspects:

(1) We designed a new multiscale densely connected deep
network MSDC-NET, and the experimental results of

five comparison algorithms on three types of datasets
show that the model has higher superiority

(2) We innovatively use the knowledge distillation tech-
nology in the mechanical intelligent diagnosis subject,
which makes the classification accuracy of the light-
weight CNN model significantly improve and pro-
vides an effective solution to achieve the highest level
of diagnosis in the case of limited computing power

The experiments in this paper are carried out on the open
MFPT bearing dataset (https://mfpt.org/fault-data-sets/), Pu
bearing dataset (https://mb.uni-paderborn.de/kat/forschung/
datacenter/bearing-datacenter/), and SEU transmission data-
set (https://github.com/cathysiyu/Mechanical-datasets).

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 retro-
spects the related work of deep classification network and
knowledge distillation technology, and then in Section 3, we
introduce our MSDC-NET model, knowledge distillation pro-
cess, and its algorithm in detail. After that, the experimental
results obtained on three common datasets are discussed and
analyzed in Section 4. Finally, the article is summarized in the
Section 5.

2. Related Work

2.1. Deep Convolution Network. The CNN, which was pro-
posed in 1997, is a classification network for processing
labeled data. It can transfer, extract, and learn information
through convolution and pool operations. AlexNet won the
championship in the 2012 ImageNet competition, and the
ResNet proposed in 2016 has surpassed human classification
accuracy for the first time.

The CNN model is generally composed of a convolution
layer, pooling layer (maximum pooling layer, average pool-
ing layer), and fully connected layer. We often use the convo-
lution layer and maximum pooling layer with a step size of 2
to learn features and finally classify features through full con-
nection layer.

The convolution layer operation is equivalent to the mul-
tiplication of input x and convolution kernelw, which is then
represented by the activation function mapping:

hlk = ϕ wl
k ⋅ x + blk

� �
, ð1Þ

where ϕ is the convolution operator, hlk is the output of con-
volution operation, k is the k-th convolution kernel, l is the l
-th layer, and wl

k and blk are the weight and bias.
The purpose of maximum pooling layer is to learn the

most essential knowledge in the local acceptance domain,
focus on texture information, and reduce the bias of estima-
tion mean caused by convolution layer parameter error. The
purpose of average pooling layer is to consider the character-
istics of step size, focus on the background information, and
reduce the estimation variance.

As the number of layers of CNN tends to be deeper, the
problem of model degradation may arise, and jump connec-
tion technology is often used to avoid gradient disappear-
ance. Meanwhile, the multiscale technology widely used in
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CV field can also be transplanted into the CNN to improve
the receptive field of network model.

2.2. Distilling the Knowledge. In the industrial application, in
addition to the requirement that the model should have as
high a prediction level as possible, it is also expected that
the expenditure of the model should be as small as possible,
so that the deployment needs the least computing resources
(computing power, storage space) and has a lower delay.
Knowledge distillation [37] is a solution to this problem.
First, we need a powerful and effective pretraining model
(T-Model), then train a lightweight model (S-Model) from
scratch and pass on the knowledge contained in a T-Model
to an S-Model during the training process.

The above process of knowledge transfer only requires
that the “SoftMax” output distribution of S-Model and T-
Model under a given input be fully closed.

qi =
exp zi/TEMPð Þ
∑jexp zj/TEMP

� � , ð2Þ

where qi is the output distribution of S-Model, zi is the calcu-
lated probability for each class in S-Model, and TEMP is a
parameter usually set to 1. When TEMP becomes larger, we
get a softer output. For cross-entropy loss, the gradient for
a logit of S-Model is as follows:

∂C
∂zi

=
1

TEMP
qi − pið Þ = 1

TEMP
ezi/TEMP

∑je
z j/TEMP −

eci/TEMP

∑ je
cj/TEMP

 !
,

ð3Þ

where pi is the output distribution of the T-Model, ci is the
calculated probability for each class in the T-Model, and
when x tends to 0, it is equivalent to infinitesimal with ex −
1. Easy to know, when TEMP is sufficiently large, there are

∂C
∂zi

≈
1

TEMP
1 + zi/TEMPð Þ
N +∑jz j/TEMP

−
1 + ci/TEMPð Þ
N +∑jcj/TEMP

 !
: ð4Þ

Suppose that every sample has Logits with zero mean,
that is ∑jz j =∑jcj = 0, then:

∂C
∂zi

≈
1

NTEMP2 zi − cið Þ: ð5Þ

3. Our Proposed Method

3.1. The Composition of the Blocks. To ensure the perfor-
mance of the model, we have carefully designed the neural
network modules shown in Figures 1–3, through the stacking
of these modules constituting the final MSDC-NET.

Go_Down cell is proposed to achieve a similar dense con-
nection effect, which can maximize the retention of the orig-
inal lore of the previous data, and realize the superposition of
the previous and subsequent feature maps in the channel
dimension. The “times” represents the multiple relationship
of the size of the previous and subsequent feature maps. After

“times” max pooling, the dimension of the feature map will
be reduced to 1/times of the original size.

DS cell is proposed for downsampling of the feature
map, which is implemented by convolution operation (the
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Figure 1: The construction of a Go_Down cell.
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Figure 2: The construction of a DS cell.
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Figure 3: The construction of an MS_Block cell.
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parameters are as follows: stride = 2 and kernel size = 3 × 3).
The dimension of the input data will be decreased by half,
and the number of channels will be doubled.

MS_Block cell draws on the idea of inception cell [38], in
which 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 convolution kernels are used for multi-
scale learning feature map, and average pooling and maxi-
mum pooling are used to extract useful information from
multiple angles. After the multibranch network structure
has learned the input data, a complete feature map of each
branch superimposed and fused in the channel dimension
will be obtained, and then, this feature map will be placed
in the MSDC network to continue learning.

3.2. The Structure of MSDC-NET. For the purpose of get a
high-precision Teacher-Model, we integrated the most prev-

alent multiscale and dense connection technology to advance
a split-new deep classification network MSDC-NET. It is
made up of our carefully designed stack of various modules.
Taking the input data size AB as an example, five MS_Block
cells are set in the model to realize multiscale and multiangle
learning sample data information. At the same time, five DS
cells are set for downsampling, and the size of the top feature
map is AC. In practical applications, we can adjust the net-
work model reasonably according to the input data size.
When the input data is large, more stacking blocks can be
set, and on the contrary, the number of layers can be set
fewer.

However, only through the one-way propagation of this
order often fails to achieve a good classification effect,
because the deep network will forget and lose a lot of previous
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Figure 4: The structure of the MSDC-NET.
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Figure 5: The structure of the CNN.
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knowledge and information. We need a unique cascade oper-
ation to fuse the same resolution features of different stages in
the channel dimension, so we designed a technology similar
to dense connection. The implementation of this technology
relies on Go_Down cell, through which we save the output
feature map of each MS_Block cell. The feature maps
obtained by Go_Down of different “times” can be merged
with the small feature map of matching size later, which is
able to speed up the convergence of the network model, while
improving the robustness of the model and avoiding prob-
lems such as gradient disappearance.

The structure of the MSDC-NET model we proposed is
shown in Figure 4. The main road after the data sample
enters the model is the green one-way line. A network train-
ing procedure using reasonable and effective loss function is
crucial; the output ~l is obtained from the top-level feature

graph through Adaptive AvgPool and FC layers. If the class
label of data sample is l, the loss function of model training
is as follows:

loss Cross entropyð Þ = −〠
n

i=1
l log ~l

� �
+ 1 − lð Þ log 1 −~l

� �� �
:

ð6Þ

Since the quantity of layers of the DNN is relatively deep,
the useful information contained in the first data entering the
network and the first feature map may be forgotten and lost.
We borrowed the idea of DenseNet [39] in the MSDC-NET
model and, after the foregoing features of FIG different sizes
corresponding to multiples by scaling Go_Down cell extract,
then merged them with the feature maps of the back of the

Figure 6: Flow chart of knowledge distillation technology.

Input: Sample X, Sample category, Test sample ~x
Step1: The training process of the MSDC- NET model:
1) Processing sample input data:

Unify the sample data X into the same segmentation method, input type and input size, and finally we get the input as (x, y).
2) Train the MSDC-NET model:

Train MSDC-NET through the processed training data, and the objective function (6) as:
min loss = −∑n

i=1ðl log ð~lÞ + ð1 − lÞ log ð1 −~lÞÞ
Step2: The training process of the CNN model:
1) Processing sample input data:
2) Train the CNN model:

Train CNN through the processed training data, and the objective function (10) as
min loss = ω ∗ loss hard + loss sof t

Step3: Fault classification
1) Output of MSDC-NET (or CNN):

Input the test data sample ~x into the pre-trained model (MSDC-NET or CNN) to get the output ~y.
2) Category determination

After obtaining the output ~y of the model (MSDC-NET or CNN), use Formula (7) to predict the category of the test sample:
labelð~xÞ = arg max ð~yÞ

Output: Predict the category of input x

Algorithm 1: Process of MSDC-NET (or CNN) for fault classification
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Table 1: Fault classification of PU dataset.

Code Fault mode: description

K001 Health state: launched 50 hours in advance

K002 Health state: launched 19 hours in advance

K003 Health state: launched 1 hours in advance

K004 Health state: launched 5 hours in advance

K005 Health state: launched 10 hours in advance

K006 Health state: launched 16 hours in advance

KA01 Outer ring: man-made damage caused by EDM (Level 1)

KA03 Outer ring: man-made damage caused by electric engraver (Level 2)

KA05 Outer ring: man-made damage caused by electric engraver (Level 1)

KA06 Outer ring: man-made damage caused by electric engraver (Level 2)

KA07 Outer ring: man-made damage caused by drilling (Level 1)

KA08 Outer ring: man-made damage caused by drilling (Level 2)

KA09 Outer ring: man-made damage caused by drilling (Level 2)

KI01 Inner ring: man-made damage caused by EDM (Level 1)

KI03 Inner ring: man-made damage caused by electric engraver (Level 1)

KI05 Inner ring: man-made damage caused by electric engraver (Level 1)

KI07 Inner ring: man-made damage caused by electric engraver (Level 2)

KI08 Inner ring: man-made damage caused by electric engraver (Level 2)

KA04 Outer ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point and single damage and Level 1)

KA15 Outer ring: damage caused by plastic deform and indentation (single point and single damage and Level 1)

KA16 Outer ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point and repetitive damage and Level 2)

KA22 Outer ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point and single damage and Level1)

KA30 Outer ring: damage caused by plastic deform and indentation (distributed and repetitive damage and Level 1)

KB23 Outer ring, inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point and multiple damage and Level 2)

KB24 Outer ring, inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (distributed and multiple damage and Level 3)

KB27 Outer ring, inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (distributed and multiple damage and Level 1)

KI04 Inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point + single damage + Level 1)
KI14 Inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point + multiple damage + Level 1)
KI16 Inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point + single damage + Level 3)
KI17 Inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point + repetitive damage + Level 1)
KI18 Inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point + single damage + Level 2)
KI21 Inner ring: damage caused by fatigue and pitting (single point + single damage + Level 1)

Table 2: Fault classification of MFPT dataset.

Category Description Category Description

Health state 270 lb, 25Hz, 97656 sps,6 s / /

Outer ring 1 25 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s Inner ring 1 25 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s

Outer ring 2 50 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s Inner ring 2 50 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s

Outer ring 3 100 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s Inner ring 3 100 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s

Outer ring 4 150 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s Inner ring 4 150 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s

Outer ring 5 200 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s Inner ring 5 200 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s

Outer ring 6 250 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s Inner ring 6 250 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s

Outer ring 7 300 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s Inner ring 7 300 lb, 25Hz, 48828 sps, 3 s
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network. And we let them influence the training process of
the network to varying degrees according to the set weights.

Finally, the category of input data is forecasted by the fol-
lowing formula:

label xð Þ = arg max ~l
� �

: ð7Þ

3.3. CNN after Knowledge Distillation. We use the simple
CNN model shown in Figure 5. With the input by way of
multiple stacked Conv layers and Pool layers, it enters the
classifier to obtain the final output.

The model contains only 4 convolutional layers in total,
with a very simple structure and very low requirements on
the computing power and storage of the deployed equip-
ment, so it is suitable to run in the industrial environment.

3.4. Algorithm Details. In Section 2, we describe the process
of knowledge distillation in detail. After knowledge distilla-
tion, the CNN model can obtain loss sof t according to for-
mula (5). (In the experiment, we set T as 10 according to
the relevant literature.)

loss sof t =
1

NT2 zi − við Þ: ð8Þ

According to the previous formula (6) of MSDC-NET,
we can get loss hard as follows:

loss hard = −〠
n

i=1
l log ~l

� �
+ 1 − lð Þ log 1 −~l

� �� �
: ð9Þ

Finally, the total loss function of knowledge distillation
process is (where ω is the weight of loss hard)

loss = ω ∗ loss hard + loss sof t: ð10Þ

As shown in Figure 6, after the Teacher-Model is divided
by the temperature parameter T , the soft label is obtained
through the “SoftMax” transformation, and the value in the
label is between 0 and 1. The larger the temperature param-
eter T , the softer the distribution. On the contrary, it is easy

to introduce unnecessary noise and amplify the probability
of misclassification. We need to make sure that the correct
predicted contribution is made in the Teacher-Model, so set
T to a larger value. The real label in the sample is converted
to a one-hot vector and used as a hard label. The total loss
is the weighted sum of the cross entropy of the soft label
and the predicted value and the cross entropy of the hard
label and the predicted value. If the value of ω is smaller, it
indicates that more attention is paid to the contribution of
Teacher-Model; on the contrary, let the Student-Model pay
more attention to the identification of difficult samples.
Therefore, the higher the classification accuracy of the
teacher model, the more conducive to student model learning
samples. Our specific algorithm is reflected in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Process of MSDC-NET (or CNN) for fault
classificationInput: Sample X, Sample category, Test sample

~x

Step1: The training process of the MSDC- NET model:

1) Processing sample input data:

Unify the sample data X into the same segmentation
method, input type and input size, and finally we get the
input as (x, y).

2) Train the MSDC-NET model:

Train MSDC-NET through the processed training
data, and the objective function (6) as:

min loss = −∑n
i=1ðl log ð~lÞ + ð1 − lÞ log ð1 −~lÞÞ

Step2: The training process of the CNN model:

1) Processing sample input data:

2) Train the CNN model:

Train CNN through the processed training data,
and the objective function (10) as

min loss = ω ∗ loss hard + loss sof t

Step3: Fault classification

1) Output of MSDC-NET (or CNN):

Input the test data sample ~x into the pre-trained
model (MSDC-NET or CNN) to get the output ~y.

2) Category determination

After obtaining the output ~y of the model (MSDC-
NET or CNN), use Formula (7) to predict the category
of the test sample:

labelð~xÞ = arg max ð~yÞ
Output: Predict the category of input x

4. Experiment and Discussion

4.1. Datasets

4.1.1. PU Bearing Dataset. There are 21 categories, including
6 undamaged bearings, 12 damaged bearings, and 14 actual

Table 3: Fault classification of SEU dataset.

Sort
Fault mode (RS-LC:20Hz-

0V)
Sort

Fault mode (RS-LC:3Hz-
2V)

1 Health gear 11 Health gear

2 Health bearing 12 Health bearing

3 Chipped tooth 13 Chipped tooth

4 Inner ring 14 Inner ring

5 Missing tooth 15 Missing tooth

6 Outer ring 16 Outer ring

7 Root fault 17 Root fault

8 Inner + outer rings 18 Inner + outer rings
9 Surface fault 19 Surface fault

10 Rolling element 20 Rolling element
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PU MFPT SEU
LSTM 87.71 85.03 88.33
AE 97.38 92.67 66.35
CNN 82.95 79.63 87.5
AlexNet 94.33 94.24 98.58
ResNet18 98.69 97.89 99.52
MSDC 99.23 98.66 100
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Figure 9: Maximum prediction accuracy graph of MSDC-NET and five contrast algorithms on three datasets.
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damaged bearings caused by an accelerated life test. The
details are shown in Table 1.

4.1.2. MFPT Bearing Dataset. There are 15 categories,
according to different loads, one healthy bearing and four-
teen faulty bearings. The fault classification is displayed in
Table 2. The four values in the Description are load, input
shaft speed, sampling rate, and duration.

4.1.3. SEU Gearbox Dataset. There are 20 categories, includ-
ing inner ring, outer ring, and rolling element in different

states. In each file, we use the second line of eight vibration
signals. Details are shown in Table 3.

4.2. Data Split. There are two common data segmentation
methods in mechanical intelligent diagnosis. One is the sto-
chastic segmentation strategy, and the other is the time sort
segmentation of datasets. The random segmentation strat-
egy may cause data overlap between two sets, resulting in
the risk of test leakage, and the final test accuracy cannot
be used as a basis for fair evaluation of model performance.
Industrial data are generally continuous, which may contain

PU MFPT SEU
CNN_D_Avg 87.6 80.97 92.68
CNN_Avg 81.62 77.68 85.44
CNN_D_Max 87.86 82.82 94.05
CNN_Max 82.95 79.63 87.5
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Figure 11: Map of average and maximum classification accuracy of original CNN and knowledge distilled CNN_D on three datasets.

PU MFPT SEU
LSTM 86.55 82.87 85.66
AE 94.15 91.33 63.12
CNN 81.62 77.68 85.44
AlexNet 92.91 92.22 96.07
ResNet18 97.73 94.58 98.88
MSDC 99 98.13 100
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Figure 10: Average prediction accuracy graph of MSDC-NET and five contrast algorithms on three datasets.
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time-dependent knowledge information. Therefore, in order
to evaluate the scientific and retain the useful information in
the dataset as much as possible, we adopt the strategy of divid-
ing the dataset according to the time sort (Figure 7). The last
20% of the time series data is used for testing, and the rest is
used for training.

4.3. Input Types. In mechanical intelligent diagnosis, signal
processing methods are often used to map sample data to
other domains. These methods include converted into time
domain (TD), converted into frequency domain (FD), con-
verted into time-frequency domain (TFD), converted into
slice image (SI), and converted into wavelet domain (WD).
The benchmark study of Zhao et al. [33] showed that FD
and TFD can achieve higher accuracy, so we finally used
TFD to complete the experiment.

xSTFTi = STFT xið Þ, i = 1, 2,⋯,N: ð11Þ

Inside STFTð⋅Þ is to convert xi into TFD.
TFD is to perform short-time Fourier transform (STFT)

on each specimen, and the Hanning window length is 64.
Since the CNN model requires a larger 2D size to extract fea-
tures, the final signal size is adjusted to 330 × 330.

4.4. Training Details. During model training, we used the
Adam optimizer. Some parameters of model training are as
follows: learning rate = 0:001 and batch size = 8 (due to the
device limitation). Each model is trained and tested alter-
nately during training, and a total of 100 epochs are experi-
enced. All comparison models and MSDC-NET are trained
and fairly compared under the open source code framework
proposed by Zhao et al. [33], and the data enhancement
method provided in the code framework is adopted. All work
is performed on the device equipped with E5-2640 V4 @
CPU and 12G GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU. The device system
is Ubuntu 16.04, the running environment is Python 3.6, and
the Pytorch1.4 library is used.

We have done the optimization experiment on the SEU
gearbox dataset for the value of ω between 0 and 1. It is able
to deduce from Figure 8 that as ω increases, the performance
of the CNN model will tend to the performance without
knowledge distillation; classification accuracy showed a
downward trend, which also shows the effectiveness of
knowledge distillation technology from the side, so we set ω
to 0 in the subsequent comparative experiments.

4.5. Evaluating Indexes. In our research process, the compre-
hensive accuracy (Acc) is used to fairly assess the capability of
the algorithm.With the purpose of avoiding the impact of the
fluctuation of DNN model in training, we repeat each exper-
iment 10 times. Finally, we take the average Acc and the max-
imum Acc as the assessment indexes, the average Acc is the
average of 10 times of Acc, and the maximumAcc is the max-
imum of 10 times of Acc.

4.6. MSDC-NET Experimental Results. For each algorithm,
we completed 10 tests on the corresponding dataset in the
same environment. The achievement of the highest predicted
Acc is recorded in Figure 9, and then, the achievement of the

average predicted Acc of 10 times is recorded in Figure 10.
From the overall view of these two figures, our algorithm
reached the first-rate capability. The LSTM algorithm does
not perform well on classification problems, and the average
test Acc is between 85% and 90%.

Compared with those on other datasets, the capability of
the AE network on the SEU dataset is significantly not the
same, which shows that the AE network has higher require-
ments for datasets. The classification ability of the simple
CNN network is relatively poor without knowledge distilla-
tion, ranging from 75 to 85. The test Acc of DNN is relatively
high, the test Acc of AlexNet is between 95 and 100, the test
Acc of ResNet18 is between 98 and 100, and the test Acc of
our MSDC-NET is between 98 and 100. From the compari-
son chart of average test Acc, our method is 1.27%, 3.55%,
and 1.12% higher than ResNet18, which is the best algorithm
in comparison. In the maximum test Acc diagram, our
method is 0.54%, 0.77%, and 0.48% higher than ResNet18.
Meanwhile, it is a surprise that our MSDC-NET has achieved
100% results on SEU gearbox dataset for 10 times, which
reflects the powerful classification ability and robustness of
our algorithm and will not produce serious over fitting phe-
nomenon due to the deep network layers.

4.7. CNN Experimental Results after Knowledge Distillation.
We distill the knowledge of MSDC-NET according to the
algorithm in Figure 6, so that the classification Acc of the
CNN model is significantly improved without any change
in the internal structure. As can be seen in Figure 11, con-
trasted with the original CNN, the average test Acc of
CNN_D after knowledge distillation is 5.98%, 3.29%, and
7.24% higher on the three datasets. The maximum test Acc
is 4.91%, 3.19%, and 6.55% higher, respectively. The average
test Acc of CNN_D even exceeds the maximum test Acc of
the original CNN. CNN_D has the most obvious improve-
ment on the SEU gearbox dataset, which is comparable to
the deep neural classification network AlexNet shown in
Figure 10. Due to the problems of MFPT dataset itself, the
effect of knowledge distillation is not obvious, but it has also
been improved.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we created a newMSDC-NET, which is derived
from several typical deep convolutional neural network
structures, combined with the most advanced multiscale
and jump connection technologies. Experimental results on
several datasets show that our MSDC-NET has a more prom-
inent classification level than other latest research. At the
same time, we found that knowledge of distillation technol-
ogy in the diagnosis of intelligent mechanical issue is effec-
tive, and the classification accuracy of small CNN model
after knowledge distillation is significantly improved. Next,
we will further study the knowledge distillation technology,
improve the diagnostic accuracy of the CNN model after
knowledge distillation, and verify the portability and reliabil-
ity of the related technology in the direction of mechanical
intelligence prediction.
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